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Douliana project: where 



Douliana project: where luxury meets natural harmony 

World-class location 

The  project is located in the Apokoronas peninsula in Crete. Apokoronas is 
situated in between the White Mountains and Souda Bay and is the greenest 
region of Crete, combining amazing natural environment, breathtaking 
views of the Cretan Sea and magnificent sandy beaches. 



 

Luxury newly built homes 

All villas, condominiums and apartments of our project are recently con-
structed according to the highest EU specifications. We know that a 21st 
century home has to offer a great living experience, which we always strive 
- and manage - to achieve. 

Douliana project: where luxury meets natural harmony 



 

All our properties: 

-Are equipped with kitchen fitments and wardrobes in every bedroom, tailor-made by an expert local car-
penter using first class wood. 

-Are heated and cooled through eco friendly air-conditioning units. 

-Have fitted fireplaces in the living room of each home. 

-Have new or restored traditional wood burning stone ovens and barbeques in their yards or terraces. 

-Have 100% tailor-made wooden French doors, windows and pergolas. 

-Have access to a pool; some have private pools, some others share a pool, while some are entitled to use 
the projects communal pool. 

Advantages & benefits 



 

All our properties: 

-Have all of their surrounding areas full of existing and planted flowers and trees, respecting the local flora - 
mainly lemon trees and olive trees. 

-Have access to gardens, terraces, yards and communal areas. 

-Have all communal and outdoor spaces fully tiled and planted, with clear paths leading to every home. 

-Have project pathways and roads paved with imported tiles and regional stone. 

Finally, most of our properties have spacious basements, fully tiled and accessible, with bathroom and light-
ing provisions, ideal for store rooms, play rooms or work - hobby areas. 

Advantages & Benefits 



 

Apartments  

 

 

         Apartments with Mezzanine  

Types 



Detached Villas 

 

                              Semi-detached Villas   

Types 



Interior 



Apokoronas peninsula is situated at the foot of the White Mountains (“Lefka Ori” in Greek) and 
is arguably the greenest region of Crete and - according to many visitors - the most picturesque, 
too. 

Apokoronas successfully combines breathtaking views of the Cretan Sea, a stunning natural envi-
ronment and magnificent sandy beaches. What’s more, the peninsula is strategically located be-
tween the cities of Chania and Rethymnon, allowing easy access to both amazing destinations. 

Apokoronas features a surprisingly wide selection of traditional Cretan villages, every one of 
them with its own unique “personality”. Douliana village is all about class and architecture.  

Vamos village offers a genuine back-to-nature experience. Kefalas village is the ideal 
“observation post” over the Cretan Sea. Kalives village is where the tranquil, crystal-clear sandy 
beaches of Apokoronas are, one after another.  

Almirida and Plaka villages are two “twin” villages, although not much alike: Almirida is about 
laid back beach culture and Plaka is about impressing views of the sea - all of these in walking 
distance. Vrisses village can be described as a typical Cretan village, but with something not so 
typical of an island: the vast amounts of running water, which are the reason for the rich vegeta-
tion in the area - and also the reason why, in a hot summer day, Vrisses is an ideal hideaway.  

 

Apokoronas– Where mountain meets the sea  



And that’s not all: apart from the above well-known villages, there are more interesting villages 
in Apokoronas (Tsivaras, Gavalohori and Kokino Horio, to name a few), which are up to you to 
discover. 

Recommended activities in Apokoronas - apart from swimming, of course - are hiking tours of 
the mountain regions and gorges, and shopping in the traditional small shops in the villages - 
where, among others, you can find an impressive variety of local organic products. Finally, apart 
from the unbelievably tasty local dishes, if you are daring enough, you can try drinking the local 
star of the spirits: “raki” or “tsikoudia”. 

Douliana project: 
 
25km from international airport 
20 km from port 
20 km from Chania city 
5km from Almyrida beach 
4km from Kalyves beach 
3km from Vamos Village 
3km from Health care center  

Apokoronas– Where mountain meets the sea  



Site plan 



Thank you  
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